
Elite audio quality

Six channels

4-band EQ

Dedicated filter

Expanded send/return section

3-band master isolator

Compressor knob on each channel 

Dual headphones output and booth EQ

Support for external devices and apps
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Feel the warmth of the natural 
sound and hear every detail in the 
music thanks to studio-quality 

and a low-jitter clock circuit.

Drastically change the sound of 
a track or make tiny adjustments 

with resonance control and a 
dedicated knob on each channel.
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*In selected regions, a non-lockable power cable is 
supplied instead.

Choose your ideal setup and 
plug in everything from CDJs 
and turntables to samplers and 

analog input terminals line up with 
each channel on the top panel.

Sculpt your sound just the way you like. 
Completely isolate the high and/or low and 
tweak the two mid ranges - which have 

to play old or unmastered tracks, turn the 
compressor knob on the relevant channel and 
the mixer will “beef up” the audio in real time.

Send audio to one of four built-

external equipment to create unique 
sounds and even live remixes.

Effortlessly control the tone of your 
entire mix using the 3-band master 
isolator, which features new boost/cut 
curves and adjustments to the crossover 

the large dials and hype up the crowd 
by drastically changing the sound.


